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-CHIRAL-'s familiarity with rope and rope bondage comes from all angles. With a background in education
and design theory he pushes his critical eye to the psychological aspects of bondage and place specific
interest in its ability to create vulnerability in its participants.
(Co-presenting this Panel with Scarlett)
There's a bio on my other two forms - one for Psychology of Kink and one for Pornographic pictionary
A licensed psychologist specializing in sexual, gender & relational diversity, and therapy that is LGBTQIQaffirmitive, sex-positive, polyamory-friendly and kink-knowledgeable. My practice is open and accepting
to all, and has a particular emphasis on the importance of multiple identities.
A licensed psychologist specializing in sexual, gender & relational diversity, and therapy that is LGBTQIQaffirmitive, sex-positive, polyamory-friendly and kink-knowledgeable. My practice is open and accepting
to all, and has a particular emphasis on the importance of multiple identities.
A multifaceted woman, Tonya has been active in the LGBT, poly, and kink communities for over 20 years.
She is part of the QWIK leadership team and is helping to produce the first SE Regional Consent Summit.
She is also a member of 2 dance companies.
A native of Atlanta, Ga. and active in the BDSM community since 1997, Boomer is a dominant sadist with
above average hand eye coordination, a passion for single tail whips, intense SM and the D/s dynamic. He
enjoys the privilege of owning lisa and jennifer.
A native of Ft Lauderdale, FL, Michael Cowart began costuming in 1984. He has studied set building, prop
making, and special FX makeup. He specializes in fabric dyeing, reverse engineering pre-existing clothing,
drafting from vintage pattern blocks, and molding/casting with silicones and resins.
A sports and fine art photographer with a passion for creating body positive images, ClayMan has spent
the last 10 years covering women's flat track roller derby and the local burlesque community. His work is
internationally recognized by the derby community for promoting a healthy body image.
ABOUT MASTER TRINITY:
Master Trinity is the president of Amour Partagé which is an organisation focused on training and helping
those entering and living within an alternative lifestyle dynamic. He also works as a kink therapist and
BDSM Trainer and has helped couples and individuals in the lifestyl
Alice Skary is a dominant, kink/sex educator, sex toy reviewer, podcaster, and amateur pornographer. She
is most passionate about producing amateur fetish films that feature authentic play scenes, genuine
power exchange, and a diverse cast of body types, genders, & sexual orientations.
Amelia Bareheart is a Burlesque dancer, fetish performer and pinup model. She had been featured in
Vintage Beauties, Bachelor Pad Magazine as well as the Bachelorette Pad Night Cap edition. Bareheart is a
seasoned model of 10 years and a fetish performer of 8 years.
Amethyst is a former teacher and current pagan minister and Reiki/Chakra healer currently living and
practicing in Decatur, Georgia. She is the Former Jr. Unlimited Contest’s Ms. Georgia Leather 2015 and
Ms. Unlimited Leather 2015. She is also the founder of Midsummer Night's Dreams.

Anna Baxter, LPC

An internationally published burlesque performer with a wide range of acts, Silver has been performing
since 2010 on a variety of stages throughout the Southeastern United States.
Anandalila began her tantric journey more than 12 years ago when she entered a yoga studio that
unexpectedly changed her life for the better. Today she brings gentle movement, breath awareness, and
energetic experiences to people of all genders, shapes, sizes, and abilities. www.anandalila.com
Andy is a therapist practicing in Chamblee, GA. A kinkster, a polyamorist, a parent, a mentor, a student,
self-described "wearer of many hats," Andy brings his experience and education to bear in a humorous,
engaging way. The goal is partner with others as we all seek to Make Life Work!
Anna Baxter, LPC is a sex-positive counselor at Wellspring Counseling Center in Roswell, GA and President
of Atlanta Poly, Inc. They are passionate about providing a safe space for clients to find internal and
external peace by living and loving more authentically.
Anna Baxter, LPC is a sex-positive counselor at Wellspring Counseling Center in Roswell, GA and President
of Atlanta Poly, Inc. They are passionate about providing a safe space for clients to find internal and
external peace by living and loving more authentically.

Arc_Ulfgrim

Arc is a top identifying primal located in Tallahassee. He is a board member of Tallahassee's Black
Monday Society and has been involved in the kink community for the better part of a decade. Arc has
presented on primal subjects, among others, at Frolicon and in his local community.
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Archer offers educational experiences on technique, power exchange, and the spiritual application of
BDSM activities. He is an eclectic shaman and completed Fakir Musafar’s body piercing and branding
intensive schools in order to offer these arts with a more spiritual, less clinical focus.
Aria is a "Spirit of Frolicon!" who has been a part of the Atlanta area community since 2007. She identifies
as a polyamorous lover, rope bunny, caffeinated tattooed pagan, seeker of knowledge and experience,
explorer of life and laughter, and an exhausted matriarch of her intentional tribe.
Ashley Leckwold is your local bisexual part time magical girl and demon queen. She has long been
involved in the comics and wrestling communities with seven years of professional writing experience
online. She has comics writing credits for Red Stylo Media, Phantasmic Tales, and Dirty Diamonds.
Atlanta-native Annhinga has been part of the city's kinky community for about four years, and seeks to be
an ambassador for new players so they may avoid the pitfalls she once tripped into. She enjoys the
company of others who approach kink with a sense of humor and a light heart.
Aura is a long-time attendee of the convention. She enjoys attending various festival events in between
Virginia and Georgia. Aura volunteers in the game room (as one of the lovely chip bitches for poker) and
Geek track.
Autumn is a queer, demisexual, switch who has been in the Leather community for a hot minute. They
have a special place in their heart for humiliation and degradation. Their second great love is edging and
orgasm denial. They also enjoy helping people discover brats, littles, and middles and all the
Azrael556 is a 25 year veteran of various kink communities and war zones. With lecture experience from
Army schools to the old DragonCon kink panels, he likes to teach. His experience with gear selection
ranges from lowest bidder garbage to things you had to beg the artisan to custom m one more of.

Wolfgang Phuck

Bill Pacer and wife, LaDonna Allison are actors, writers, nude art models and bold nudiists. Bill, the 1994
Nudist Man of the year, and LaDonna have an online presence. LaDonna can claim, "I've been porned"
They have few secrets
Board Certified in Family Medicine, currently working in hospital medicine in northeast Tennessee, and
back for another year, I'm Dr Peggy Sue, M.D. I come to get my geek on and answer all of your kinky
questions.
Bubble Bordeaux is a body positive advocate, burlesque performer, and writer on a mission to help
people discover the vibrant beauty in their bodies and inside themselves through her work in burlesque,
workshops & panels, sharing photos to alter the visual diet of others, and written articles.
Candi is a #FierceQueerFemme francophile who's obsessed with Beyonce, Pokemon Go and avocados.
She's also a proud member of The Candybox Revue burlesque troupe in Atlanta. This "long-legged lick of a
lollipop" identifies as a cis-female queer femme, dommy in the streets and subby in the sheets.
Coming
Daniel and Aislinn are Georgia Licensed massage therapists with a passion for sharing the powers of
massage with others. As Massage Geeks, they are a regular presence at local Atlanta and Southeastern
geek and fandom conventions.
David Krantz is a health coach, mindfulness instructor, and audio engineer/electronic musician. He spends
his time listening to and making weird sounds, and really loves helping other people get in touch with
their sense of sonic wonderment.
Dr. D is a Atlanta area Infectious Disease doctor who specializes in HIV and other STIs and providing better
healthcare for those in the Kink/Alt/LGBT community. Dr. D has been teaching panels that combine
evidence based medicine with improv comedy and strange demos for the last half dozen years.
Dub Jones is a sex geek. Known in the kink community as Wolfgang Phuck or the Clit Whisperer, he began
a lifelong journey of learning about human sexuality in elementary school. Active in the Denver scene for
6 years, Dub enjoys a passion-filled marriage to Frolicon presenter Michelle McShane.

Elegant

Elegant began her Leather/kink journey in 1997. She is a leather artisan, bootblack, slave to Master
Archer, and prey to her Daddy, Billy. She leads workshops on S/M techniques and workshops of the mind
and assists Master Archer with spiritual ritual experiences, identifying as a Spiritual Clown.
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Em (Ciara) identifies as both Leather and primal. She has been involved in the BDSM world for over a
decade, and has identified as primal since high school. With a background in criminal justice and
counseling, she enjoys discussing the 'woo' and the scientific side of primal.
FireNymph is a polyamorous primal bottom with a strong preference for masochistic edgeplay. In much of
the last decade, she has Tried her hand to Topping and high-protocol slaved. Neither role fit her. You may
remember her from panels at DragonCon before the kink shutdown.
First joined the public scene at age 19, and after 20 years in the military has been part of several local
scenes as well as visiting a lot of the US for both play and giving presentations / classes. Has been part of
the Athens Ga scene since moving there in 2014.
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Frankie Love is a "chronically hot" ftm transgender activist, 1 year on T and top surgery post-op since
1/15/19. Master Barber co-owner of Tiger's Eye Barbershop, a queer safe space. He is a boylesque
performer, featured in Q Magazine, VoyageATL, and the Creative Loafing 2015 Lust List cover boy.
French Chris is an Atlanta based rigger and photographer. His passion for rope bondage began in 2007
when he contributed to the formation of Knot Guilty, the first dedicated rope group in Atlanta. His rigging
style combines aesthetics, control, playfulness and sensuality.
Hada Pixie began modeling in in the Atlanta area since 2007. In recent years she became a cosplayer for
Pixel-Vixens and GeekGoddess, as well as gaining several print publications. Pixie's other hats include
gogo dancing, performing, jewlery designing and photography.
Hawa El Fayed is Co-Founder of A Tribe Called Kink, an online members only community for kinksters of
the African Diaspora. An economist with a passion for technology, this Bi-Racial Muslim of East African
origin curates Kink For The Culture while sharing authentic insights from her own M/s dynamic.
Heather, aka Massage_Me_Deep, has been a sadomasochistic service submissive, BDSM lifestyle
educator, and professional Massage Therapist, for over 10 years. She has proudly taught at 4 previous
Frolicons as well as for several regional groups and private mentorships.
Her father and grandfather were Church of God Preachers; Hitchhiking and exploring experiencing love
and life and lust and a trio of failed marriages, LaDonna Allison found Bill Pacer. They are open minded
actors, writers, and nude art models. And 6 years ago, March 30, 2013, they wed at Frolicon.
Hi! I'm illyria (illy)! I've been in the lifestyle little over 5 years now (don't think i was ever really vanilla, I
just didn't know about others like me). I am super geeky and painfully shy... BUT i put my flirty, nerdy, and
dirty powers to use for the community and started Kinky Trivia!!
Hunter Greene is innocent, he swears! For years, he has been seen terrorizing Handlers and pups. Now
that he is the Alpha Pup and Handler for his pack, he's much more likely to be seen holding the treats
than stealing them. Hunter is the Director of Atlanta Dominion's all-male play party.
Hypsy Rose has been hooping since 2008 and now plays with many other flow toys including mini hoops,
fans, whips, rope darts and double staffs. They love to teach others and share their joy of all things flow.
I am a kinky, masochistic, attorney from Florida. I found the kink community while in law school and used
text books as toys while thinking of ways I could merge my kink with my law practice.
I am JustRob or just Rob :) I have been involved in the public community in Jacksonville, FL since 2008. I
identify primarily as a Top and a Leatherman, but on occasion I inhabit the roles of Sadist, Dominant,
Leader, Mentor and Teacher. I lead the committee that runs the local group Alternative Lif
I am Rosemary, aka The Kinky Butterfly. There was only that one year before I knew about Frolicon I did
NOT run the Artshow. I have been a party judge, played in the dungeon, sold art, made art and other
things...now, I want to help people connect to have a great weekend.
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Jacob the Male Doula

I am the author of three books on kink: How to Train Your Little: A DD/bg Guidebook, The Dominant’s
Guidebook and A Love of Sex.
I’ve been in the lifestyle for about 8 years. I’ve been doing rope work for just as long.
I’m currently the leader of our local group, responsible for putting on dem
I have been a burlesque performer for 5 years from Evamsville, IN. As a larger performer I had to be
creative with my costuming because I couldn't find sexy fabulous outfits that fit me that didn't cost a
fortune.
I have been involved in the kink and leather communities for over 10 years and competed for and won
the 2012 Mr. SC Leather title. I have taught in various different venues, clubs, and events for rope work,
needles, and suspension.
I have been involved in the kink and leather communities for over 10 years and competed for and won
the 2012 Mr. SC Leather title. I have taught in various different venues, clubs, and events for rope work,
needles, and suspension.
I'm a quirky, goofy, cuddly little. I'm pretty much antisocial; I have a cat, who is my bestest friend. I am in
love with the "Kawaii Culture" and anything girly and nostalgic, but when I'm not in little space, I'm a
gamer and nerdy.
I’m Joanna, xShmeex on Fetlife. I have been active in the local rope for the past 6 years; primarily as a
rope bottom. My professional background is in bodywork, fitness, and education.
iamar is currently the Southeast Leatherfest Person of Leather 2018 & International Person of Leather
2019. She is also the Vice President of Onyx Pearls Southern Leather & the original member of the
Southeast Primal Tribes since it started at the 2011 Frolicon.
Ignixia is an internationally renowned professional kink educator and leather-woman. When not traveling
to teach at kink conventions, she volunteers 2 days per week at the Woodshed Orlando as a DM and
educator.
In Atlanta rope community for little over three years. Teaching Shibari for two of them, I am inspired by
the Japanese aesthetic and the rope artist that prevail from Japan. I enjoy the look of rope while making
pretty shapes with bodies.
Ink Track
Jack has been involved in the local BDSM community for 5 years with a passion is Rope Bondage. He is a
designer by profession and an avid craftsman and costumer. He uses these skills to create custom toys
and gear within his play. Jack is also the coordinator for Atlanta’s Men in Rope.
Jacob is a doula, nanny, and childbirth educator living and working in Atlanta, GA. He is also working
towards his IBCLC (International Board Certified Lactation Consultant) training and becoming a Georgia
Licensed Lactation Consultant working with queer, poly, and adoptive families.
Jacob is a doula, nanny, and childbirth educator living and working in Atlanta, GA. He is also working
towards his IBCLC (International Board Certified Lactation Consultant) training and becoming a Georgia
Licensed Lactation Consultant working with queer,poly, and adoptive families.

Jodi McHenry

Jade LeBlade is a Sadist, Bi, Poly, Dom, Switch and a Leatherwoman. She has been active in my local
community for 8 years and has been a presenter for the last 6 years. She enjoys trying new things and
getting creative with her toys and volunteering. Embrace your energy and never stop learning.
JJ Rose lives in Georgia and writes erotica. He has four books published, including a new one just released
at Frolicon. Find him at the writers' table to hear more about it. He enjoys writing, reading, cooking, and
spanking. Especially spanking. Online: authorjjrose.com
JodiBGood is a pansexual, polyamorous, submissive from Jacksonville, FL. She has been active in the
BDSM Lifestyle for nearly 30 years, (yes, I know, she looks really good for her age!) and across the country
from Florida to Washington State and many places in between. She is a passionate advocate,

Joe_Soap

Joe Soap began practicing rope bondage in 2012 and founded Rope Bite Atlanta in 2013 in cooperation
with the founders of Hitchin' Bitches Atlanta. He also served as a board member for Whippersnappers,
Atlanta's TNG group, before aging out last year.

Jade

Listener (AuthorJJRose)

Kiernan Kelly/Dakota Chase

Keira is a certified personal trainer and nutrition coach living in Marietta, GA with her husband,
metamour and two dogs. She is queer, polyamorous, and frequents local community events with her
polycule. She is also an NCSF board member.
Kevin Patterson is the curator of Poly Role Models, an interview series blog for people describing their
experiences with polyamory. This focus on representation led to the writing of the race & polyamory
book Love's Not Color Blind and the sci-fi novel series, For Hire.
Kiante is a knitter, a former burlesque dancer, model, a movie lover and an all around quality geek. She is
a veteran teacher in the polyamory section of the Think Track and brings knowledge from discussions
with ethical non-monogamy practitioners from around the world.
Kiernan has been writing and publishing erotic GLBTQ romance for over a dozen years, and has over 80
titles to her credit. She writes in a plethora of genres, including kink and horror. She also writes YA GLBTQ
romance under the pen name Dakota Chase.

Lady Steele

Lady Steele has been in the kink community for 20 years & has presented across the country. She resides
in Atlanta where she operates her law practice that serves alternative lifestyle. She is the co-founder of
CLASS, WBC, & TLC. She has appeared several times on the KinkyCast & BlogTalk Radio.
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Linda Mercury

Dire Vlfgrim

Lee Cox is an events planner, costuming fanatic, makeup effects hobbyist, prop builder, and magical
mischief maker with over 30 years of experience. By day he works in IT for a local Atlanta hospital.
LGBTQIA Director
Linda Mercury brings to life bold stories of adventure and passion for lovers and dreamers so we can
create a better world .Ultimately, all of her work is about coming together. Because life is way better
when people tell each other the truth of who they are.
Local werewolf and absurdity enthusiast, Dire has been working as an artist and educator in the BDSM
scene and community since 2013. She enjoys sleeping at odd hours and challenging the definitions of
normal and conventional in every part of her life. Proud parent to two hellion furchildren.

LuggageMonkeys
Luna de Lev (herb slut) she/her

Lunatic Bound
Lykania
Royal Tee
Fritz Krieg
Johnny Pine
Sunny Midnight
Rabbit
Nina Charrise
Clyf Hangar

Maleva

LuggageMonkeys is a geeky, rough-and-tumble, feminist primal switch. He serves as president of The Red
Chair in Birmingham, AL. His partner LotusLane is a rope-loving primal with a Leather heart. Among other
adventures, she is a co-leader of Bound Kinetics, a Birmingham rope group.
Luna (she/her) is an herbalist, writer, and sex/plant/fungi geek. You can learn more on her site: herbslut.
com
Lunatic Bound and Dysis make quite an interesting pair. One is generally quiet and often somber the
other bounces from place to place filling the room with giggles. They have been playing, tying, and
teaching together for many years.
Lykania is an Education Specialist and Medical Assistant actively working in the LGBTQ community as a
sexual health advocate.
Main Programming Performer
Main Programming Performer
Main Programming Performer
Main Programming Performer
Main Programming Performer
Main Programming Performer
Main Programming Performer
Maleva is a rope enthusiast and masochist who has been self-tying and bottoming for rope since 2017. By
emphasizing a holistic approach to rope education, she hopes to contribute to a more inclusive and riskaware rope community.

Rarius Daemon

Master Daemon came across Gor in 1994. He was trained Gorean and has since spent his life to learn the
Ways of the Gorean philosopher. He currently runs the Gorean Underground Network, and a Gorean
House of 8. He has trained over 90 people on both sides of the M/s slash.
Master Daemon has been a trained Hijamist for 12 years. Discovering the trade on a trip to Israel, he has
helped people from all walks achieve a higher quality of life, which he believes everyone should have. He
enjoys helping people with the healing of the body, mind , and spirit.

Master Inferno

Master Inferno was recruited into a high protocol house in 1995 and spent 10 years learning how to be a
Master and be the owner of a slave, from top to bottom. He was broken down and built back up by his
Mentor, who remained as such until the day he died. He and teaches what he has learned in his 20+ years
in the lifestyle across the east coast, specializing in canes and discipline.

Rarius Daemon

Master Varii

Master Varii identifies as a Leather woman who is both a nurturing and sadistic Dominant. She loves
variety, intensity and high levels of energy exchange.
Master Varii identifies as a Leather woman who is both a nurturing and sadistic Dominant. She loves
variety, intensity and high levels of energy exchange.

Mel

MELefecent is part of the local Primal and BDSM communities in Greensboro, NC for the last 7 years. She
has been teaching and speaking on various kink and social topics for the last year and a half in her area.
She loves cats, zombies, orgies, consent, and Netflix (in no particular order)

Master Varii

Betty Cockwhore

Crippled Critic
Mike

Miss Bettie
Auddie

Oneknot
LittleCuteAsaButton
Nancy

Therapist Nicki

Nymph
Amazon Butterfly
Slightly Askew

Persephonedeer

Ouroboros

Michelle McShane MA, LPCC. Betty Cockwhore and/or MisMis, is a mental health professional pursuing
certification in Sex Therapy. Michelle is both educated and experienced in BDSM, swinging, polyamory,
and other forms of sexual expression. A a veteran attendee of Thunder in the Mountains (CO).
Mike Matlock is an international speaker, accessibility expert, and disabled gamer. On his Youtube channel
he goes by the name "Crippled Critic", where he makes video reviews focusing on accessibility options for
disabled people. Mike firmly believes in the validity of gaming as an art form, and understands the
importance of diverse perspectives in videogames. He is also openly gay and isn't afraid to let his freak flag
fly.

Mike’s rope style is rooted in the Japanese aesthetic and practices taught by Osada Steve and Yukimura
Haruki. He has been studying rope since 2010.
Miss Bettie is a 37-year-old queer, polyamorous, bottom-leaning switch currently living in Jacksonville, FL.
She has been in the kink community for 14 years and has been a part of the leather community since
2007. She has been called many names but Bettie is still her favorite.
Mr. Ace and Auddie have been in a power exchange dynamic for 6 years with a focus on age play.
My co-presenter and I have been in the community for a combined 17 years in Birmingham, Al. I myself,
am very enthusiastic about ranged impact and loud screams. I believe a dedication to learning,
understanding, and a commitment to ones talents is key to success and enjoyment within this
community.
My name is Button, and I am a little. I have a tiny bit of experience in this lifestyle but so far, I love it. I
love meeting new people. I love activities and arts and crafts.
Nancy Knight is the author of twelve novels, numerous short stories, six produced plays and two
produced screenplays. She has taught creative writing at workshops and seminars across the country.
Nicki is a licensed associate professional counselor and certified sex therapist in Georgia and Florida. Nicki
has worked with and been apart of power exchange and consensual non monogamous communities for
over 12 years. She specializes in working with alternative relationships and lifestyles.
Nymph has been involved in the kink scene for over 5 years, passionate (and researching) safer sex
methods for much longer. They have a Masters in Public Health as a way of academic support for their
knowledge.
Our precious Rosemary…
Owner/Operator of Mint Vixen Productions primarily specializing in damsels in distress style bondage
videos.
Persephonedeer has the open soul of a traveling gypsy, is an activist, a member of the LGBTQAI+
community, an artist, pagan, and a musician. She has a quirky personality, is heart felt in all she does, and
awkwardly gives the best hugs.
Personally and as an educator I am focused on personal growth, introspection, and seeking experiences
that produce positive change in myself and others. I challenge the everyday assumptions that we all
make, especially those regarding gender, sexuality and intimacy.
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Sacara
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Peter B Slayer is a dealer in indulgence, a man with a taste for the attainable pleasures of a life well lived.
Peter travels the globe learning the secrets to the good life. What he has gleaned, he carries with him to
share with new friends and fellow patrons of happiness.
Peter Heid resides in San Diego, CA. He identifies himself as a lifestyle Dominant and a Sadist. Peter Heid
has been an enthusiast with BDSM for most of his life. He loves laughter and humorously doesn’t take
himself too seriously. He is a Latex/Bondage Fetishist who covers a wide range in his play.
PlaineJane has been active in the Atlanta BDSM community for almost a decade. As an enthusiastic Event
Coordinator, Jane is a strong advocate for promoting and producing educational events for and within the
BDSM and Leather communities. She is the Leader of MAsT: Marietta Women and F.L.A.I.R.
Poly, kinky, pansexual, creative lover of strange lives and maker of pretty things. Actively involved in the
local poly and kink communities since she moved to Atlanta with her husband in 2012. Organizer of a
local poly kink munch and discussion group that meets monthly and a local kinky book club.
Presenter biography:
Aura is a long-time attendee of the convention. She enjoys attending various festival events in between
Virginia and Georgia. Aura volunteers in the game room (as one of the lovely chip bitches for poker) and
Geek track.
Professional Body Painter and owner of BSD Creative, Dia Starr has been on both sides of the brush and
camera for over a decade. She is the event manager for the Body Art Challenge at Dragon Con, the only
professional level body painting competition in Georgia.
Ravien is the leader of the Native Guides. She also sometimes does classes and organizes events. If you
see her, please bring her food and coffee. I guarantee she needs it.
Robby is a published author, musician, lover of languages (An bhfuil Gaeilge agat?), and IT worker. He is
also a major writing craft geek.
S'punk Shadows (RavI Basawa) is singer for the goth punk band Dreaming Shadows, actor for Live Arts
Theater, and writer/performer of theatric musical fantasy-sci-fi acts at conventions that include
WorldCon75, FinnCon (Finland), Anachrocon, and Frolicon 2018 (FroliconTV music video, Kink Act) .
Sacara is an ethically non monogamous, queer, pagan, domme and kinkster. She has been exploring
Atlanta's poly, kinky and Leather communities since 2009 and can be found participating or volunteering
in and around the city.
Sacara is an ethically non monogamous, queer, pagan, domme and kinkster. She has been exploring
Atlanta's poly, kinky and Leather communities since 2009 and can be found participating or volunteering
in and around the city.
Samdan has been in the public BDSM scene since 2010. He came up in the greater Philadelphia/NJ/NYC
communities before moving to the Gulf Coast, spending time in the New Orleans, Mobile, and Biloxi
scenes, then finally landing in Atlanta. Samdan is a self-proclaimed "Warrior Nerd" owing to his Master

Lady Catherine

Shakir Rashaan is the author of the national bestselling novel In Service to the Senator, Unthinkable, the
national bestselling series the Nubian Underworld, the Kink, P.I. series, and the upcoming novel, Love,
Lust & Beautiful Liars in December 2019. You can find out more at www.ShakirRashaan.com.
Shdwkitten, a polyamorous, bisexual switch, began her journey in the lifestyle in 1999 and has been an
active volunteer at Fantasm, Frolicon and CAPEX, and was a co-founder of BEG. A “modern tribal”
enthusiast, she's into cuttings, brandings, hooks, pain rituals, primal play, and body modifications.
She's logged 4000+ hours teaching, more than that playing, and loves to give her time to charities! She's
got a sharp wit, quick laughter and immense knowledge. She loves spending the day with canes and
needles, making pretty bruises! Follow her passions at www.BDSMClasses.com, www.seleatherfest.com.

Sir Odin

Sir Odin has been in the kink community for 4 years. He hit the ground running from day one, with his first
day and education in kink being in Protocols. He is the Co-Founder of The Leather Coterie (TLC - Atlanta)
and enjoys teaching TNG that there is more to BDSM than just the superficial; there is also the mental and
spiritual.

Shakir Rashaan

Shdwkitten

The Naked Mama

Sirens Cry has been a member of the bdsm community for many years. Growing up Jewish she has always
felt a deep spirituality that she loves to talk about and share. Her major in college was Religious Studies
and she has continued studying differing religious practices on her own.
Some have met Captain Nemo in meditation camps, some at sweat lodges, and others have heard him
speak at technology events. Captain Nemo is a certified hypnotist, been accepted in the National Guild of
Hypnotists. He’s been helping women experiencing touch-less orgasms under hypnosis since 2016.
Strict Dave is a dominant top who loves to play and has interests ranging from bullwhips to scalpels to
spanking. His focus is ultimately on energy, dynamics, and connection. He has been active in the lifestyle
for over 30 years and hosts a variety of classes and discussions for a number of groups.
Tantelle’s the author of Words That Hurt, the Writer’s Guide to BDSM. She’s published BDSM, erotic, and
paranormal romance, appears in an award-winning lit anthology and Weirdbook 36, written 5 short plays
produced in NYC, and launching podcasts & video series in 2019. Come say hi on the InkTrack!
The Chameleon has been in the books, behind the scenes, and on the boards for over 30 years
performing and teaching burlesque virtues, pin-up, and compassionate cosplay in the US and Canada.
The CockTales: Dirty Discussions podcast is hosted by Kiki Said So and Medinah Monroe. They give
uncensored accounts about their sex and dating lives, relationships, and what it's really like to
The Lady Pendragon has been a member of the Atlanta kink community since 2009 and facilitates the
Atlanta Kinky Ladies group on Fetlife. She is a professional trainer in her vanilla life and truly enjoys being
able to connect with people and provide them with new ways to think about things.
The Naked Mama is a certified Sex and Relationship Coach, mother of twin dragons, former Theologian
turned spiritual feminist. She is a rawfully authentic recovering people pleaser who believes in the value
of sharing vulnerabilities to increase self compassion.

BigDaddyM

Think Track Hentai Presenter
Marlon is a convention organizer for over 16 years. His work has fortunately lead him to visiting Japan for
over 8 years. His panels are all from a casual perspective about life, social norms and deviance's across
two nations. Always open for lively conversation, please feel free to stop him and say hi!

Siren's Cry

Captian Nemo

Strict Dave

Tantelle
The Chameleon
Medinah Monroe and Kiki Said So

The Lady Pendragon

The Gray Man

Think Track Presenter

Tony Gowell

Tony has been with North American Conventions for over 20 years, and is currently the Director of
Convention Office Relations for Dragon Con. He is one of the Official Moderators for the convention and
co-hosts the prestigious Masquerade contest each year; as well as traveling and working with other shows
across the country. His quick wit and charming disposition is evident when he emcees, judges, or
moderates panels for any celebrity that needs even the most delicate of handling. He has been a former
casting assistant for various agencies in Georgia; and is also a local actor in film, television, commercials,
and website tutorials.

Ada Manzhart

Just Ask Me! (Or Rob...)

Woody

Scarlett

Xanny
Maleva
Master So'N'So

Touted as "The Mistress of Feminine Defiance", gender queer burlesque performer Ada Manzhart is a
2014 graduate of the Atlanta School of Burlesque, specializing in celebrating the queer femme mystique
with a wit and a swagger that are nothing less than fatale!
Traveler. Listener. Dreamer. A mid 40s guy who by day is an account manager in corporate America.
Maker of cocktails and facilitator of gatherings. A strong believer in The Platinum Rule. Mentor for many
masculine of center friends on etiquette, style and other life skills.
Woody has been in the lifestyle for 25 years and has seen it all from living in Amsterdam, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and now Nashville TN. As producer of KinkyCast.com, now in the sixth year, Woody hosts and
co-hosts guests from all over the world. The guest list read like a who's who in all areas of the lifestyle.
Woody delivers a widespread point-of-view based on his worldwide kinky experiences. On FetLife,
Woody goes by the screen name of “Woodsman."
Writer, teacher and wild woman, Scarlett Ross is a down to earth woman finding her way in the world
with 25+ years of experience in polyamory and living intentionally through empowered choice. She is a
passionate teacher hoping to find answers along the way through life with her family of the heart.
Xanny has been in the lifestyle for 20 years, 10 of those years down in the Atlanta area. A kinky, geeky
submissive who has a passion for sharing what he has learned as a male submissive and is keen on giving
back to the community that has given him so much.

